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OBJECTS OF THE INVENTION

The ornamental design for a decorative wall block, as shown and described.

DESCRIPTION

FIG. 1 is a perspective view of the decorative wall block of the first embodiment, the block having quarter round voids at the two front corners, the darker areas depicting void pockets along the uppermost and lowermost ridges of the front of the block;

FIG. 2 is a greatly enlarged left side elevation view showing one of the quarter voids, having scrape marks therein;

FIG. 3 is a greatly enlarged right side elevation view showing one of the quarter voids, having scrape marks therein;

FIG. 4 is an enlarged top plan view, the gradation of shading depicting distinctive ridge levels on the front of the block;

FIG. 5 is an enlarged bottom plan view of the block also showing distinctive ridge levels therein;

FIG. 6 is a front elevation view, the darker areas depicting void pockets along the uppermost and lowermost ridges, horizontal lines showing varied ridge levels along the front of the block;
FIG. 7 is a perspective view of a decorative wall block of a second embodiment, the sole difference from the decorative wall block of the first embodiment indicated with a bracket, showing the block of intermediate length;
FIG. 8 is a perspective view of a decorative wall block of a third embodiment, the sole difference from the decorative wall block of the second embodiment is that the front corners of the block have quarter square voids therein;
FIG. 9 is a perspective view of a decorative wall block of a fourth embodiment, the sole difference from the decorative wall block of the first embodiment is the addition of a a void channel shown in the top and right side of the block, it being understood that the left side has a similar void channel therein;
FIG. 10 is a top plan view showing a void channel and set of openings therethrough;
FIG. 11 is a greatly enlarged left side elevation view, the block having a pair of void channels therein;
FIG. 12 is a greatly enlarged right side elevation view, showing a similar pair of void channels therein;
FIG. 13 is a perspective view of a decorative wall block of a fifth embodiment, the sole difference from the decorative wall block of block the fourth embodiment indicated with a bracket, showing the block as one of intermediate length;
FIG. 14 is a perspective view of a decorative wall block of a sixth embodiment, the sole difference from the decorative wall block of the fifth embodiment is that the quarter round voids in the front corners of the block have been replaced with quarter square voids therein;
FIG. 15 is a perspective view of a decorative wall block of a seventh embodiment, the sole difference from the decorative wall block of the first embodiment is the addition of the decorative design in the top of the block;
FIG. 16 is an enlarged top plan view showing decorative design therein;
FIG. 17 is a perspective view of a decorative wall block of an eighth embodiment, the sole difference from the decorative wall block of the seventh embodiment is the addition of a visible void channel opening at the bottom of the right side, it being understood that the left side of the block has a similar opening that is visible;
FIG. 18 is a perspective view of a decorative wall block of a ninth embodiment, the sole difference from the decorative wall block of the fifth embodiment is that the void channel in the top of the block has been replaced with the decorative design shown therein; and,
FIG. 19 is a perspective view of a decorative wall block of a tenth embodiment, the sole difference from the decorative wall block of the sixth embodiment is that the void channel in the top of the block has been replaced with the decorative design shown therein.
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